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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

To reduce the memory access time cache is placed
between the main memory and processor. To reduce
the soft errors in on chip caches and to improve the
performance, many processors uses cache writethrough policy. In write through policy every write to
the cache causes a write to main memory. Due to this
during write operations, it increases more write access
and incurs more energy. In this, way-tagged cache is
used to improve the energy efficiency of write through
policy. During read operation, the way tag of the L2
cache information is available in L1 cache. Due to this
the way-tag technique enables L2 cache to work in an
equivalent direct mapping manner during write hits,
and it leads to reduce the significant energy without
performance degradation. While for read misses, the
corresponding way tag information is n ot available in
the way-tag arrays. As a result, all ways in the L2 cache
are activated simultaneously under read misses. It uses
set associative technique and incurs more energy. In
which partial tag counting bloom filter is proposed to
improve the accuracy of the cache. Partial tag partially
matches the incoming address with the cache line
address. If the partial tag gives matches then full tag
comparison will be performed. If there is no match,
then the cache line(s) is not associated with incoming
address. Counting bloom filter improve the energy
efficiency. The CBF is signiﬁcantly faster and requires
much less energy than accessing the large set. To test
whether an element currently exists in the large set, the
Counting Bloom Filter is used. If the count is zero, the
element is deﬁnitely not in the large set; otherwise, CBF
cannot assist and the large set must be searched. Due to
this CBF improves the energy efficiency of cache

On-chip cache has been used in microprocessor and it
achieves high memory performance and low energy
consumption. In memory hierarchy write-through and
write back polices are commonly used. In a write back
policy, if the data is updated to the cache, those data’s
are not immediately updated to the main memory.
Those data will be updated to the main memory only
when the data is replaced from the cache. In writethrough policy, if the data is written (or) updated to the
cache, immediately the same data will be updated to
the main memory. Due to this during the life time
execution the write-through policy keep the identical
data copies. Soft error is critical issue in on-chip cache
system. Due to these system soft errors, system will be
collapsed at different level memory hierarchy. To
prevent the soft errors, immediate update of the cache
write-through policy is used. It will reduce the soft
errors and kept the data consistently among different
level memory hierarchy. By using the write-through
policy soft errors can be reduced in on-chip cache
system and the write –through policy consumes more
energy. Because under write-through policy, whenever
the data is updated in the cache, the same data will be
updated immediately in main memory. Due to this it
access more writes operation.

architecture and reduces the more power dissipation .
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In two level cache system (i.e.: level-1 and Level 2).If
the write-back policy is adapted in L1 cache, it does not
required to access the L2 cache. But if the writethrough policy is adapted in L1 cache, then both two
level cache (L1&L2 cache) needs to be accessed for
every write operation. Due to this write-through policy
uses more write access in the L2 cache, it increases
more energy consumption of cache and which is the
major issues in the caches.
Under the write-through policy, the way-tagged cache
improves the efficiency of energy and increases the
performance. In a two level cache hierarchy, whatever
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the data is residing in the L1 cache, the same data will
be available in the L2 cache and the location of those
data’s in the L2 cache will change only when they are
deleted (or) removed from the L2 cache. A tag is
attached to all the ways of the L2 cache, and when the
data is updated to the L1 cache, the tag information will
be send to the L1 cache. The correct locations (or) ways
are available in L2 cache, for all the data in the L1
cache. During the write hit in the L1 cache, by using the
way-tag technique the way-tag of the data copy can be
accessed in the L2 cache and it access the L2 cache in
an equivalent direct mapping.

2. RELATED WORK
To reduce the cache energy consumption many
techniques have been developed.
Sub-banking technique was proposed by Su.et al., in
which cache data array can be partitioned (or) divided
into sub banks. In sub banking data’s are available.
Those data’s only activated. Bit line segmentation and
their evaluation were done by accessing the memory
cell. Phased cache was proposed by Hasegawa et al. In
which one cache is divided into two phase. In the first
phase cache tag array will be accessed and in second
phase data array will be accessed. Conventional N-way
set –associative cache contains N data arrays, in which
only one data array is accessed in the phased cache.
Due to this, it reduces the energy consumption and
increases in access cycle. Zhang et al proposed the way
concatenation technique to reduce the energy
consumption in cache system. Way-predicting set
associative was proposed by Inoue et al., in which, on
all the ways of the cache prediction occurs .Both tag
and data array in which requested data can be located.
Many Microprocessors design uses the Way prediction
technique because if the prediction is hit means it
access only in one way .Redundant cache Was proposed
by Min et al.

3. EXISTING METHOD
Consider a conventional set-associative cache system,
in which when the L1 data cache reads/writes data
from/into the L2 cache, all ways in the L2 cache are
activated simultaneously for the performance
consideration at the cost of energy overhead. Under the
write-through policy, the L2 cache always keeps the
most frequently used copy of the data. Thus, whenever
a data is updated in the L1 cache, the L2 cache is
immediately updated with the same data. Due to this, it
increases in the write accesses to the L2 cache and
consequently more energy consumption.
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Fig 1.Read and write access in the L2 cache running
SPEC CPU 2000 benchmarks
Based on the CPU 2000 benchmarks, the simulation
results of the L2 cache can be accessed. By using the
Simple scalar 1, the simulation results can be obtained
for the cache configuration. Three benchmarks are
available (galgel, ammp, and art) and write operations
are dominant in the L2 cache.
To decrease the energy consumption during the L2
cache, the way-tag cache can be used. When the L1 data
cache reads a data from the L2 cache and in each way of
L2, the way-tag is attached. So the way-tag of the data
will be sent to the L1 cache and it will be updated (or)
copied in a way-tag arrays. By doing these, the way-tag
of information’s is provided for the successive write
accesses to the L2 cache. For every read and write
operations in the L1 cache, L2 cache need to be
accessed. In which, the way-tag cache performs
different operations for read and write access. Under
the write-through policy, for every write operations in
the L1 cache, L2 cache needs to be accessed. If there is
write hit in the L1 cache, the L2 cache selects only one
way and that will be activated. Because the way-tag is
attached in each way of L2, due to this it provides
information to the way-tag array. From the way-tag
array, we can get the desired way of data. If there is
write-miss in the L1 cache means, the requested data is
not available in the L1 cache (i.e.) if the data is not
there in the L1 cache the desired information will not
be available in way-tag arrays. So, under the write miss
in all the ways the L2 cache can be accessed
simultaneously. Due to this it consumes more energy
consumption. During the read hit, the requested data is
available in the L1 cache, therefore L2 cache need not
to be accessed. If there is read miss, the requested data
is not available in the L1 cache. Therefore, the L2 cache
needs to be accessed simultaneously in all the ways. By
using the proposed way-tag cache, under the write
operation it access only fewer ways and it reduces the
memory energy consumption.
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TABLE i Operations of L2 Cache

L2

Read
hit

Read miss

Write hit

Write miss

No
access

Set
associative

Direct
mapping

Set
associative

The Way-tag cache architecture is shown in Fig.2. It
contains many new components. Those are way-tag
array; way-tag buffer; way decoder and way register
which are indicated as a dotted line in the cache
architecture. The tag is attached to each way in the
cache line and this way-tag information of L2 caches
are updated in the way-tag array, which can be located
within the L1 data cache. To achieve the performance
improvement, write buffer uses the write through and
write back policies. By using the write buffer, whatever
the data updated in the L1 cache which will be sent to
the write buffer. Then the data stored in the write
buffer is also sent to the L2 cache in sequence. Due to
this, the processors need not to wait for write
operation to be completed in the L2 cache. During the
operation in the wr ite buffer the way-tag information
in the way-tag array needs to send to the l2 cache. A
way decoder is used for decoding the way tags and
produces the enable signals for L2 cache. The enable
signal will be activated only in the desired way of the
L2 cache selected. Register is used as a storage device.
In which way register is used for storing the way-tags.

In the way-tagged cache, each cache line in the L1 cache
keeps its L2 way tag information in the corresponding
entry of the way-tag array. When a data is loaded from
the L2 cache to the L1 cache, the way tag of the data is
written into the way-tag array. At a later time
whenever the data is updating in the L1 cache, the
corresponding copy in the L2 cache wants to be
updated under the write-through policy. The way tag
stored in the way-tag array is read out and forwarded
to the way- tag buffer together with the data from the
L1 data cache.
Table ii Operation of Way Tag array
WRITE

UPDATE

OPERATION

1

1

Write way tag
array

1

0

Read way tag
array

0

0

No access

0

1

No access

B. Way-Tag Buffer
From the wa y-tag a rra y the wa y tag informati on’s a re
tempora ril y s tored in the wa y-ta g buffer. Wa y-tag a rra y
and wa y-ta g buffer sha res the same control signal and
both ha ve the same number of entries. Wa y-tag buffer
has n+1 bi t for ea ch entry and i n whi ch n is the line size of
wa y-ta g a rra ys . To determine the opera tion in the current
entry is a wri te-miss on the L1 da ta ca che s ta tus bi t is
used. If there is wri te - miss all the wa ys of the wa y-tags
will be a cti va ted, because the wa y-ta g informa tion is not
a vailable in the wa y-ta g a rra y.

Fig 2. Way-tagged cache architecture
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF WAYTAGGED CACHE
A. Way-Tag Arrays

Fig 3.Way tag buffer
C. Way Decoder
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The way decoder is used to decode the way tags and
selects only the correct way in the L2 cache. The waytag array of the line size is n=log 2 N bits. If there is
write hit in the L2 cache the way decoder decodes the
way tags and activates only in one way. In L2 cache tag
and data arrays are decoded by the way decoder and it
can be decoded at the same time. If there is write miss
(or) read miss in the L1 cache, all the ways of the L2
cache is need to be selected. The operation mode of the
way decoder can be determined by the read miss/write
miss of the two signals. If the read access is sent to the
L2 cache, then read signal will be ‘1’.

D. Way Register
The way tag register stores the way tags and their
information for the way tag array. In L2 cache four way
tag arrays are available. The tag arrays can be indicated
as “00”,”01”,”10”,”11”,these are available in way
register. When the data is loaded from the L2 cache to
L1 cache, according to the way-tag in the register
stored in the way-tag array.
For read misses, the corresponding way tag
information is not available in the way-tag arrays. Due
to this, all ways of tag array in the L2 cache are
activated simultaneously under read misses. During the
read miss and write miss operation, it uses set
associative technique and it consumes some amount of
energy. To reduce the energy consumption partial tag
with counting bloom filter is implemented.

Fig 4.partial tag comparison
Partial tag compares the part of the incoming address
with the Cache lines in the corresponding address. If
there is no match then the corresponding cache
address is not associated with incoming address. If the
comparison of partial tag gives match, then full tag
comparison will be performed. Due to this during the
tag comparison operation, it reduces the energy
consumption.

B. Counting Bloom Filter

5. PROPOSED METHOD
A. Partial Tag-Enhanced Bloom Filter
Before the tag structure enter into each cache way is
accessed, ﬁrst the Bloom ﬁlter per cache way is looked
up. If the Bloom ﬁlter indicates zero, then tag
comparison for the cache way is avoided. Due to this
we can reduce the most of the energy consumption
during the tag comparison.

Fig 5.CBF Block Diagram
1) CBF: A CBF is conceptually an array of counts
indexed via a hash function of the element under
membership test. A CBF has three operations: 1)
increment count (INC) 2) decrement count (DEC) and
3) PROBE –it test if the count is zero. If the element
needs to be increment, the corresponding count will be
incremented by one. Probe is used to check whether
the count is zero or one .
2) CBF Characteristics: Membership tests are done by
using probe operation. Under the membership test, a
CBF provides one of the two answers: 1) “definite no,”
indicating that the element is deﬁnitely not a member
of the large set and 2) “I don’t know,” implying that the
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CBF

cannot

assist

in

a

member

ship

test.

performed. Under the membership test CBF improves
the energy and speed of the cache. Before the tag
structure enters the cache way is accessed, ﬁrst the
Bloom ﬁlter is attached. If the Bloom ﬁlter indicates
zero, then tag comparison for the cache way is avoided,
thereby saving the energy that would have been
consumed in tag comparison.
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Fig 6. Proposed cache architecture
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Power (Mw)
Conventional two level
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Way-tag cache

174

Way-tag with partial tag
bloom filter

114

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a partial tag and bloom
filter, which is implemented with way-tag cache
architecture to reduce the energy consumption in tag
comparison within highly associative L2 caches. A
partial tag is proposed to improve the accuracy of the
cache. Partial tag partially matches the incoming
address with the cache line address. If the partial tag
gives matches then full tag comparison will be
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